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A Controversial Tenor
This might well have been the title of a 'Spy' cartoon of Fernando De Lucia had
one ever appeared in 'Vanity Fair', for he is emulated amongst singers perhaps only
by Callas in drawing from audiences such extremes of praise and dislike, and with
little in between.
De Lucia was born in Naples in 1860 and, whatever his successes and wherever
he travelled, to Naples he always returned.
His life was fairly typical of that of an actor or singer of the time or, at any rate,
it corresponds to our romanticised expectations: a respectable, but financially
impoverished family background, early musical leanings leading to entry to music
school, commences studies as an instrumentalist, soon voice attracts more attention
than abilities as player, college career interrupted by military service, college career
continues, initial small engagements leading to bigger ones. He soon married, but
the marriage was not happy and led later to an acrimonious divorce. It is true that
De Lucia could not leave the girls alone, but in any case his wife seems to have
been a most unsympathetic companion.
His career blossomed. His greatest successes were in Italy where he was much
in demand to create new roles. He was least successful in New York and in
London.
After 1908 he sang less frequently, but when he did appear he was not
considered to be in decline. He sang at the funeral of Caruso, who died in Naples in
1921, but after that only two or three small appearances are known.
In his later years he taught. Amongst his pupils were Caroline Caprile, Maria
Nemeth, Gina Pederzini, Peter Raitscheff and Georges Thill.
He died in Naples in 1925.
Fernando De Lucia was a tenor with a short voice. He may never have had top
notes worth speaking of and as time passed he used transpositions increasingly
often and increasingly large so that when he comes within our ken he rarely if ever
sings above A. This may cause shivers of horror in some and cries of rubbish from
others. However, sheer lack of comment or concern, for example in earlier editions
of Grove, makes clear how usual the practice was and from no less an authority
than Manuel Garcia: Transposition is used "To spare the most delicate and precious
qualities of their voices, the velvetiness and the freshness. It was invented for
singers, and ought to be used without scruple. If a piece should not be fitted for
transposition, and would be disfigured by alterations, it would be better not to sing
it than risk forcing the voice. The violent efforts required by a single air might be,
and have been, enough to ruin a career." (Hints on Singing - E. Ascherberg & Co.
1894)
The voice was neither particularly beautiful nor particularly powerful, but one
can call to mind no other tenor, alive or dead, who even remotely rivals De Lucia's
accomplishment in fioritura, the ability to sing rapid ornaments and decorations.

Hermann Jadlowker and Gershon Sirota certainly come very near to him and each
has a magnificent trill, conspicuously absent in De Lucia, but nevertheless they
lack something which we find in him. It is in the area of refinement and delicacy,
poise and finesse. There is a balance between display of superb craftsmanship,
developed by hard work and to be admired, and extrovert virtuosity, which, though
it must be present in a performing artist, in excess becomes offensive.
Nowhere is this side of De Lucia more evident than in the excerpts from Il
Barbiere di Siviglia which are considered leading examples of how to sing music
of this era. But in his own day, De Lucia was much more in demand for the new
verismo works, Cavalleria Rusticana and L'Amico Fritz, Pagliacci and Fedora.
Here his histrionic abilities were considered appropriate and his lack of a
particularly beautiful sound less relevant. It is in these later works, Carmen, is
another example, that his tremendous powers of conveying tension and drama are
evident. However, his transpositions upset composers who strove for dramatic
effect by writing high-lying parts and critics for whom a tenor without stentorian
top notes was little short of an impostor.

An Evaluation of the Art of Fernando De Lucia
by Alan Bilgora
Many singers whose art has been preserved for us have been considered
controversial. None more so than the tenor Fernando De Lucia.
The usual, if not all, causes for dissension and argument between devotees of
operatic singing can be enumerated as follows.
1. Artists who had enormous reputations, but who do not succeed in demonstrating
to us qualities that justify their fame.
2. The singer does not possess a vocal timbre that is conventionally beautiful,
basically attractive or at least acceptable. We must allow that this is very
subjective, but few would deny, for example, the opulent tone of Caruso, the
natural beauty of Gigli, the young Di Stefano or Carreras, the pristine purity of
Bjørling, the majesty and dynamism of Melchior or the highly and blessed
individual characteristics of Schipa or Tauber.
3. A lack of style and hence uninteresting, or even incorrect, interpretation.
4. Poor musicianship, not to be confused with:
5. Indifferent musicality. Pinza was by no means the only artist who could not read
staff notation and had to be taught his roles by rote, but was there ever a more
musical singer?
6. Insufficient technique, causing the need to simplify difficult florid passages and
to transpose to more congenial keys.
7. Little identifiable personality. Conchita Supervia and Magda Olivero, for
example, seem to exude personality despite vocal qualities which do not appeal to
everyone.

In De Lucia we have a tenor whose eminence dictated that leading composers
of the day insisted that he be associated with the premières of their works. His style
and special vocal powers of creating light and dark effects, sfumature, his influence
as a model and teacher on his tenor colleagues, and those of a full generation that
followed in the lyric field, was immense. With the great baritone, Battistini, he is
supposed to be a link for us with the so called "Golden Age", epitomising what is
supposed to have been the accepted style and vocal method pertaining to male
singers at that time. Yet we now allow for the fact that transposition (generally
frowned upon today) was then fairly common, and De Lucia it would seem,
transposed almost everything.
The avoidance of extreme acuti (high notes) by lowering the pitch by half a tone
or even a full tone is understandable, but sometimes De Lucia would appear to have
performed a whole tone and even a tone and a half lower than written. This
compromising of score pitch in music, by any tenor, even one with a 'short' voice,
is difficult to comprehend. Surely Mascagni, (who wrote tenor roles in a fiendishly
high tessitura), could have used a tenor who did not need to transpose so liberally
to create the leads in L'Amico Fritz or Iris. Yet, he insisted that De Lucia be
involved. Evidently in the early part of his career De Lucia did command the top
notes so generally admired by audiences. I must admit at times to questioning a few
of the transpositions as they seem to impart a somewhat lugubrious effect to his
voice, going beyond a baritonal quality, and not quite characteristic in most of his
work.
Like Battistini he could also be accused of adding and performing more
personalised musical adornments than the composer indicated, taking liberties with
tempi through a (not always) subtle use of rubato, to a degree that has not been
countenanced by conductors and musicologists for decades. Coupled with this, is
the fact that the voice itself is not of an outstanding quality, and the method of
accentuating certain vowels to emphasise the squillo (ring), or secure a confident
placement of tone, creates a 'white' timbre that was described by many
contemporary commentators as 'bleating'.
What then is the fascination with De Lucia as a vocalist? Even for those listening
to his recordings for the first time, he must certainly sound better practiced in
singing florid music than many of his fellow tenors, and that, in a time when
vocalising fioriture was supposed to be a facility de rigeur in all voice categories. It
has been suggested that perhaps the vibrato inherent in his tone was an aid to
producing the rapid ornamentation and roulades required by the early 19th century
composers. However, without doubt his ability to mould and colour a phrase, and
to float and extend the tone so that the listener is forced to wonder what is coming
next (even in familiar music), makes many of his contributions on record unique.
This not only applies to operatic excerpts, but in particular also to his renditions of
Neapolitan songs.
In concerted items he seems to demonstrate an ability to blend perfectly with
other singers, and to draw from them a mirror-like response to his particular way of
dealing with the vocal line. Perhaps it was rehearsals, or a close association with

those particular artists in live performances, that achieved those results, but it
invariably strikes the listener as spontaneous.
Despite the revival of interest in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
works that require expert florid singing, and the current crop of talented tenors now
on the international circuit singing those roles in the original keys, with, it must be
granted, wonderful facility, expertise and dexterity, and a great deal of cultivated
musicianship, the key factor missing is what Italians refer to as 'morbidezza'. This
almost indefinable element of 'tenderness' is to be found essentially in the Latin
voice, where it is underlined not only by tonal emission, but also seems to be a
physical manifestation of the artist's very soul. That is where, with his unmistakable
delicacy of utterance and pointed musical nuance, Fernando De Lucia has made his
most significant contribution to the art of singing on record.
It might seem pointless to analyse and comment on the keys we hear on this
compact disc. Even those who have devoted much time and research to the subject
and who have access to almost everything preserved of the tenor, have admitted
that in some cases doubt remains. Suffice to say that each item is sung in a lower
key than originally written and the sound is well balanced and clear.
Excerpts from Il Barbiere di Siviglia show all the facets of De Lucia's florid
technique. The magical mezza-voce is demonstrated to perfection in 'Se il mio
nome'. The ability to make his voce mista (mixed voice) around the bridge tones (F
to F#) and above the stave, carry, particularly in the duets and ensembles, proves
that even the softest tones well projected will make the effect required. In spite of
dazzling vocal dexterity there is also a great deal of characterization in the singing.
The excerpts from La Sonnambula are all taken at extremely leisurely tempi
which make the listener appreciate every phrase. The slightly darker tone due to the
transpositions does not impinge on the harmonic structure of the duets, which tend
to throw up a warmer tone in Galvany's voice than we are used to in her other
recordings.
'Obbligato, obbligato' from L'Elisir d'Amore must be one of the most perfect
examples of duettists understanding one another. Each tone and phrase is matched,
with the diminuendi fading together in a way that could only have been the result of
long association backed by rehearsal.
The aria 'Quando la sere al placido' from Luisa Miller, is sung without its
recitative. There is a great deal of tenderness. Perhaps the compromising of the key
here allows for more expression, and a fine example of that 'morbidezza', which is
so much a feature of his musical approach.
'E il sol dell'anima' from Rigoletto does suffer a little from the lower key, as the
tension usually found in the rising phrases for the tenor cannot be generated. As
always with Huguet, the voices blend beautifully. Also, in 'La donna e mobile' (in
which the accompanist seems to have two fingers only on each hand) the
transposition robs the tune of its brio. Although written without the final top note,
which has become almost obligatory, and in spite of excellent diminuendi, the
piece lacks excitement. In is after all such a banal melody; without excitement it
has nothing.

It is perhaps easy to state that with the transpositions used in La Traviata, the
music is comparatively easy to vocalise, but the nuance and sensitivity shown in
the opening solo phrase of 'Un di felice', (what a shame he did not record this as a
complete duet), the delicacy of shading and control in the big solo, 'De'miei bollenti
spiriti', and the romantic declaration in 'Parigi o cara', with its unusual rubato on the
answering phrases to the Violetta of Huguet, make these versions memorable.
The apotheosis to Marguérite from Faust is sung here one and a half tones lower
than originally written. It contains, as we have now come to expect, some lovely
touches, with the high Bb taken softly in 'voce mista'. However, without a top C or
at any rate a top B it loses its thrill. This is not a version for top note fanciers, but it
is a lesson in subtle phrasing. Likewise the duet 'Tardi si fa' with Boninsegna shows
a languid approach to music which can be hurried in an attempt to inject passion.
The duet between Don José and Micaëla in Carmen is heavily truncated to match
the exigencies of a single 78 side, but has much to commend it, with the voices
blending well. This interpretation is quite direct with little of the sfumature we
might have expected from either De Lucia or Huguet. 'The Flower Song' is
reflective, but very baritonal in timbre, being sung a whole tone lower than written.
The 'Siciliana' from Cavalleria Rusticana is sung a tone and a half lower than
written, but manages to maintain a certain earthy tension.
'Ah non mi ridestar' from Werther is also sung one and a half tones lower than
written and only the first verse is given. De Lucia does not make as much of this
music as one would have hoped. Perhaps the idiom was not one he understood.
'Recondita armonia' from Tosca, too, is a tone and a half lower than the original,
and sung with the usual feeling for line and text. The ending, however, even with
the downward transposition, finds De Lucia altering the vowel sounds of 'sei tu' to
'sei te' to secure a better placement and brighter squillo to the tone.
In 'Vedi, io piango' from Fedora we hear bel canto treatment of verismo music.
Even in a lower transposition it is very acceptable when delivered with this kind of
conviction.
On this Compact Disc we hear De Lucia in his mid-forties performing in Milan
for the Gramophone & Typewriter Company. The operas are typical of those he
sang throughout his career and for each opera all of the music he sang for the
company is included. For some reason, now unclear, piano accompaniment
continued to be used for some of his work well after orchestras were generally
used. A few notes about the artists performing with him may be useful.
Ernesto Badini - Italian baritone, 1876-1937
A considerable career mainly in buffo parts in Milan, Covent Garden, Rome and
the Festivals at Verona. Created parts in Il Piccolo Marat (Mascagni), La Cena
della Beffe (Giordano) and La Via della Finestra (Zandonai).

Celestina Boninsegna - Italian soprano, 1877-1947
A remarkably fine soprano who had a career, Italy, Spain, South and North
America, England and Russia, but a career by no means as extensive and celebrated
as her excellent records suggest. She may have lacked acting ability or her portly
appearance may have made her unconvincing as, say, Aida or Gretchen.
Maria Galvany - Spanish soprano, 1878-1949
With a fine voice and one of the most astonishingly fleet coloratura techniques, she
rapidly achieved wide acclaim from Lisbon to Moscow and in South America. At
times she ran her own opera company, but by the end of the First World War she
had fallen on hard times and passed the rest of her days in poverty in South
America. When singing with others she is a good if sometimes stolid partner, but,
alas, on her own, flights of coloraturismus frequently tear music to tatters.
Josefina Huguet - Spanish soprano, 1871-1951
Fine lyric voice which allowed her a considerable career in Milan, Rome, London,
Paris and Barcelona. If not outstanding then invariably pleasant to the ear and
musically adequate.
Antonio Pini-Corsi - Italian baritone, 1859-1918
From a family of singers. Sang mainly minor roles, at first in provincial Italian
houses, but with such success that he moved on to more famous venues, including
Milan, New York and, for two decades, Covent Garden. Created parts in Falstaff,
La Bohème and La Fanciulla del West. He appeared mainly in smaller parts, but
was a polished and skilled artist, both vocally and dramatically.
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